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Abstract
Stakeholder satisfaction is a significant aspect of component-based product development. Satisfaction level of stakeholder varies due to diverse reviews and perspective about components functionalities. The reviews and perspective create ambiguities
and misunderstanding during management of components requirement from specification to linking requirements that lead
to product failures. The improper components management increases efforts and errors when component’s stakeholders and
development team is located in a globally distributed environment. The major issues of distributed component-based systems,
are control, communication, coordination, and semantical analysis of different reviews and perspectives. As requirements of
components is elicited and developed at different locations which created ambiguities and irrelevancy during components
integration. Therefore, in this study, we proposed a framework to improve the management process of components requirement in a distributed environment. To reduce ambiguities and incompleteness among requirements, aspect based sentiment
analysis has been utilized for each stakeholders’ reviews and perceptive individually. On the other hand, to reduce involvement
of stakeholder and efforts in components prioritization and linking processes, we adapted cased based reasoning method
and decision tree-based classification of requirements, respectively. The performance of the proposed framework has been
evaluated through an experimental approach in order to compare it with current practices i.e. Random selection and expert
based. The findings described that the accuracy of component management in global development increases with proposed
framework. Further, results show that there is an increase in product quality with decrease in irrelevancy and redundancy
in stakeholders’ aspects and priority.
Keywords Software management process · Component-based systems · Components management · Specification ·
Semantic analysis · Traceability · Aspect extractions · Case-based reasoning

1 Introduction
Software engineering now a days consider componentbased systems (CBS) for complex and large systems development. The CBS application divide requirements into

different components and provides different customization facility to fulfil massive stakeholders’ needs and help
them with reusability properties of CBS [3, 30, 36, 37].
For CBS development stakeholders’ reviews and satisfaction are important without failures and less maintenance
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costs. As product requirements are gathered and prioritized from stakeholder by considering their homogenous
perspectives. At the point of satisfaction reviews and analysis, analyst judge distinctive point of views in the form
of negative, positive or neutral due to diverse perspective
and use of product [6, 8, 27, 56]. Therefore, reviews and
satisfaction level are the most important factors to reduce
product failures, high maintenance cost and issues in version development in continuous evolution environment [6,
27, 37, 38, 56]. Thus, stakeholders play vital role in CBS
product development and in modern era, to get advantages
of advance technology, online communication and coordination increases among organization.
Nevertheless, stakeholders and organization in online
communication and coordination environment are based on
distributed location for global software development (GSD).
Thus, product development involves communication, teamwork, control and coordination [27, 47]. GSD placed all
development teams at one place using different online web
applications and communication tools to get advantages of
advance technology and experts’ skills worldwide [4, 12, 20,
31]. GSD environment development team and stakeholders
are from different areas of world, this creates coordination,
control and knowledge management issues [19, 39, 48].
These issues badly affect every phase of development from
requirement specification to requirement maintenance due
to ambiguous requirements, redundancy and irrelevancy in
priority [6, 38]. These issues can be improved by semantical
analysis of requirements, accurate priority based on diverse
perspectives and correct linking of requirements [13, 19].
In the development of product, the main and challenging
phase is component management (CM) during development
of software for high product quality and stakeholder’s satisfaction [6, 27, 53]. The CM consists of requirement analysis,
specification, prioritization and traceability [6, 25, 35, 57].
In analysis phase, requirements based on reviews, user experiences and requirements documents are analyzed. Specification based on analysis phase to extract requirements from
documents which written in natural language and by considering all stakeholders perspective homogeneous instead of
semantics and aspect analysis of requirements documents.
If analysis and specification are performed correctly, then
accurate priority is assigned for correct implementation.
Then accurate trace link is created for proper management
of requirements and handling modification in requirements.
However, CM phase creates ambiguities, incompleteness
and inaccuracy more in GSD due to diverse perspectives of
stakeholders and coordination challenges. To improve user
experience and higher product, there is a need to analyze
stakeholders’ perspectives semantically along with accurate
priority and correct linking of requirements [3, 8, 36, 45]
However, most of products now a days are developed for
massive customers’ requirements satisfaction and consists
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of product different version and series instead of single and
small product in dynamic development [35].
Therefore, diverse practices implemented for CM according to stakeholder’s cost, nature and time of the project [1,
8, 17, 23]. Existing research is focusing on enhancing user
experience and satisfaction semantically with sentiment
analysis. Therefore, to reduce ambiguities, incompleteness and irrelevancy in semantic analysis for requirements,
aspects-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is used. ABSA is
normally used to extract useful information to remove natural language drawbacks and different aspects in analysis like
cost, services, environment etc. along with positive, negative
or neutral impact of product to improve quality of product
[20, 38, 56]. To improve the quality of product, requirements
are categorized based on sentiment classification by reading
all sentences and documents using aspect-based sentiment
analysis (ABSA) [20, 35].
After extraction of requirements from different aspects,
the main issue is to identify correct priority of aspects implementation. The most of aspects priority may be ambiguous
during prioritization process [9, 10, 26, 27]. As for prioritization process, priority of requirements is important from
diverse perspective of stakeholders. Thus, priority of every
system is important for accurate implementation of requirements to reduce irrelevancy and redundancy in version
based or family line products where most of requirements
are reused to reduce complexity [5, 8, 17, 36]. Subsequently,
to describe requirement type critical to rank for stakeholders.
The scalability issue not resolved in large requirements set
to avoid error, complexity and more resources consumption
by most of prioritization practices [2, 8, 9, 32, 37]. Therefore, for extracting previous priority reuse for similar cases,
case-based reasoning (CBR) technique is used. The CBR
method of artificial intelligent (AI) techniques [49, 50, 55]
and match each query to reuse with updated decision for
prioritizing requirements of product.
After specification and prioritization process there is a
need to link or identify relationship among all requirements
aspects to verify and validate them during all phases of
development. Therefore, for accurate trace links among all
aspects from aspects extraction to increase accuracy, decision tree classifier is used. The requirement traceability is
a practices to link requirements life during project development from their source to maintenance [2, 12, 22, 25]. It
reduce complexity and help in error detection during development process to guarantee that relevant requirements
are implemented and the source code is consistent with its
requirement [8, 12, 25]. After ABSA for prediction of missing values based on association rules, features are classified
to increase efficiency and accuracy like J48 machine learning algorithm’s significant performance [12].
Therefore, to overcome the problems of requirement
management process in GSD environment like ambiguity,
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coordination and control mechanism [8, 9, 12, 25, 58], a
framework has been proposed to improve product quality in
GSD within limited resources.
Research contributions
The research work consists of following contributions:
1. A framework has been proposed for the semantic based
component requirement management from specification to mapping/ linking requirements with increase in
diverse perspective stakeholder satisfaction level and
software quality.
2. For components specification, ABSA technique has been
utilized to analyze the components semantically, then for
query-based association analysis used CBR technique
and map priorities to get prioritized components requirement list.
3. For higher accuracy and performance automatic machine
learning prediction technique has been used and for
improving communication, coordination and control
issue, team foundation server repository has been utilized.
4. For performance evaluation of proposed framework,
experiment has been conducted to identify improvement
in requirements management process during product
development.
5. The results of study provide roadmap for practitioners
and researchers for improving requirement management
process in distributed industry.
The remaining study is designed as; Sect. 2 consist of related
work to formulate motivational statement according to existing problems in current practices. Framework is proposed
in Sect. 3, to provide solutions for described problem. Subsequently, results and discussion is explained in Sect. 4, to
further elaborate steps and finding of experiment performed
for evaluation. Conclusion and future work is described to
summarize research study along with future dimensions in
Sect. 5 respectively.

2 Related work
Specification and prioritization issues during CM highlight
in different existing studies. Therefore, some studies highlighted issues in specification process and some in accurate prioritization or in generation of correct trace links. In
software engineering all of these aspects are equally important in CM process and interlinked with each other during
development process. Therefore, various CM approaches are
required to be compared and checked with respect to different factors from existing studies to provide comprehensive

solution instead of different solution. As requirements are
required to verify and validate at every stage of development
for higher satisfaction and good quality.
Thus, for requirements, assurance pursues to improve
and maximize the chances of requirements quality through
analysis and evaluation. The authors [44] present a process
that used statistical and text-mining procedure to increase
traceability assurance and minimize effort. Therefore, uses
both requirements dissimilarity and similarity. Requirements
prioritizing (RP) focus on stakeholders’ feedback and brings
a noteworthy cost and time due to maximum stakeholders’
interactions. The study presented framework [7] to identify correct stakeholders’ priority with less interactions in
semi-automatic way. Similarly, Perini et al. [42] presented
case-based ranking procedure for prioritization to facilitate
requirements of stakeholder’s. According to [43], presented
Search-Based procedure for requirements selection and prioritization by analyzing and classifying issues in system
version release. Hence, authors [52] presented Model based
on neural network and fuzzy analytic hierarchy process for
selection of appropriate stakeholders to improve their priority and satisfaction level.
The correct and accurate dependency, relationship and
mapping among different artifacts during development of
system identified through traceability. Therefore, different
traceability performed in existing literature to link artifacts
are; forward (link artifacts from requirements extraction to
implantation or end information), backward (link artifacts
from requirements to source of requirements or initial information), horizontal, vertical tracing, pre and post requirement traceability [29, 54, 57].
The CM (i.e. specification, prioritization and traceability)
process complex in distributed environment due to lack of
collaboration among teams and stakeholders. GSD widely
spread in developing organization to utilize advance and
multiple resource from all over the world. The developing in GSD environment distributed software development
work according to their available resources and expertise. On
accord to [33], in GSD organization requirements management is the important step during development and highlighted important issues of CM in GSD i.e. coordination,
communication, specification, analysis, prioritization, team
and stakeholders collaboration, control, and traceability.
To resolve these issues in GSD, existing studies in literature presented various procedures and practices but
still there is scope of improvement in RM process during
GSD software development effectively. Therefore, Dekhtyar and Hayes [21] presented technique for improvement
of CM process in GSD environment. The study defined that
traceability is the main solution to resolve CM and equally
important during implementation and verification of software requirements. As traceability improve quality and satisfaction level along with reduction in testing efforts and cost
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[18]. Subsequently, some other existing studies [2, 8–10, 16,
17, 21, 27, 36, 40, 46, 57] highlighted requirements specification, prioritization and traceability challenges should
resolved for the improvement of software quality, stakeholders high satisfaction level and reducing maintenance cost.
The existing practices for CM have different challenges
which required enhance technique for CM according to
review and analysis of existing relevant studies identified
from literature search. The enhancement based on mitigation of these challenges which we extracted during review
and analysis such as no comprehensive process for overall
CM improvement, specification incorrect and ambiguous,
incomplete and incorrect combination of requirements due
to improper priority issues, stakeholders involvement more
which causes frequent changes, lack of improper expertise for requirement analysis after collection, no mapping
of requirements from its origin to implementations, scalability issues, and complex to implement and verify new or
Table 1  Comparative analysis
of literature
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change requirement. The literature comparative analysis of
identified challenges described and compared in Table 1.
For comparison of challenges we highlight them with terms
i.e. specified ( defined in relevant study), partially specified
(defined similar challenges) and not specified (not defined
in relevant study) in the literature.
The literature highlighted challenges for management of
components requirements in GSD and describes outcomes
of literature provide a guideline to researchers for developing theory about challenges of semantic based components
management from specification to traces retrieval. Therefore, important issues identified from literature for CM in
GSD are required to improve CBS development process are
[2, 4, 6, 8, 17, 25, 36, 51];
– Coordination, communication and coordination among
stakeholders and project team: As both stakeholders and
project teams located distributed and components mostly
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–

–

–

–

–
–

developed by third party. Therefore, syncing the activities and components reusability created ambiguities and
incompleteness.
Multi perspective: The stakeholders of CBS applications
have diverse perspective and there is different customization options available to stakeholders. The multi perspective of stakeholders not recognized semantically.
Semantic analysis: If multi perspective analyze without
semantic analysis then there is ambiguities and inconsistency among CBS customized options and components
development.
Components prioritization and selection: The selection
and prioritization process during CM in GSD impacted
due to incompleteness, ambiguities and without semantic
analysis in requirements of components and less coordination with stakeholders.
Irrelevancy and redundancy: Due to improper components requirements specification and analysis created
irrelevancy and redundancy during components integrations.
Trace links: Then due to above problems components
correct relationship not identified which may failed the
system.
Validation of components: at the end, due to all above
problem components validations process failed and
increases faults with reduction in faults identification
rate.

Therefore, to resolved all above challenges we proposed
comprehensive framework and described in next section. The framework improved CM process and mapped
requirement from its collection to selection.

3 Methodology
In the following section, presented and described proposed
framework procedure for resolving problems identified from
existing studies during review of literature. For identification of problems, development of proposed framework and
evaluation process we adopted different steps as depicted
in Fig. 1.

3.1 Proposed framework
In proposed framework for CBS component requirement management in globally distributed environment
(CRMGDE) solution has been provided for mitigation of
specification, prioritization and traceability problems during product development. Therefore, CRMGDE explained
in Fig. 2.
3.1.1 Specification
In specification steps requirements extracted and analysis
semantically based on different stakeholders’ perspectives
using reviews and perspective as input. The input has been
used to formally describe requirement without ambiguities,
conflicts, misunderstanding and incompleteness. The specification further consists of following steps;
Step 1: User reviews about project management
The requirements of new projects have been gathered
from different stakeholders using online web form, and
interviews. In GSD, different stakeholders are participating
from different locations and different organizational cultures
in developing software. Therefore, for requirement elicitation different steps have been performed and documented for
further analysis. These steps are described in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1  Research methodology
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Fig. 2  CRMGDE framework overflow

Fig. 3  Requirement elicitation process

The elicitation process depicted in Fig. 3 described collection of requirements for new or updating of software.
Its start from gathering requirements from stakeholders of
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software using various techniques. Subsequently, ended
refinement of requirement before specification, prioritization
and other development processes. All the steps of elicitation
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process and their output monitored and updated in team
foundation server (TFS) Repository to improve collaboration among development team and stakeholders. As, TFS
has been used to resolve communication, coordination, and
control problem in GSD environment to provide single platform for stakeholder, project management team and product
development team for monitoring and managing continuous
progress of product.
As most of products are based on various versions and
family of products with combination of different components
and modules. Therefore, all the evolution in software version and their components are core assets and variabilities
to increase satisfaction level of their users according to user
reviews, experiences and opinions. Thus, after requirements
elicitation reviews of similar product extracted online forum
linked with TFS for better product quality. For example;
If customer demand for evolution in Biometric device
for university purposes. Then extracted requirements
using elicitation method in the form of interviews and
by filling online web forms. The reviews and experiences about previous versions and similar domain
products extracted from repository using online
forums. These comments may be positive, negative,
neutral etc. and extracted from following types of
information’s (I);
– I1: The best device and great features without no errors
in working.
– I2 : The device works flawless and its one year to use
without any damage cost.
– I3: The device works sometime required multiple try to
match finger or thumb impression due to wetting’.

Step 2: Requirements Extraction using ABSA
After requirement specification extraction, different
aspects-based sentiments have been analyzed as described
in Fig. 4.
Aspect-based sentiment analysis extends terms extraction using sentiment analysis to further categories based on
aspects of feature relevant to product. For example, a “car,”
feature has been categorized using its distinct aspects that is
design and engine aspects.
Hence, the Apache OpenNLP sentence detector tool
available for sentence separating. Subsequently, second
step of ABSA tool to Tokenizing and parts of speech (POS)
tagging (especially, in case of sentence start with adjective
for accurate tags generation and occasionally tags generate
as noun). Thirdly, all capital letter converted into small letters and then assign relevant aspects to these small letters.
Fourthly, tool detect, and classify these aspects in accord to
opinions and afterward, linked these aspects to their associated aspects.
Therefore, we categorized requirements with their frequency based on different stakeholders’ viewpoints i.e. management, end user, financial, development etc. using ABSA.
The example of ABSA is described in Table 2. Then all
information’s i.e. I1, I2 , and I3 is categorized into different
sections for semantic analysis with sentiments using ABSA.

Table 2  ABSA working
Information

Aspects

Subcategory

Opinions

I1
I2
I3

Product
Cost
Services

Features
Maintenance cost
Impression scanner

Positive
Positive
Negative

Fig. 4  Aspects analysis
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3.1.2 Prioritization
After extraction of terms/features based on some aspects
then getting rating of these features from stakeholders using
TFS. These requirements are classified according to different
aspects like Product, Costs, Services, Conditions etc. Due to
this, requirement among stakeholders is divided according to
aspects to reduce ambiguity and effort in rating requirements
for implementation. For rating of requirements to implement
most relevant and important features first to reduce redundancy and irrelevancy among requirements managements,
following steps have been adopted.
For example, the aspect-based requirements are user Id
with name and designation, finger and thumb scanner, sound
system, face detector, check in, check out etc. These aspects
are divided among relevant stakeholders to rank requirement from 1 to 5 scale according to importance. The relevant stakeholders are; Product Owner (PO), End User (EU),
Administrative Staff (AS), and Development Team (DT) as
described in Table 3.
As results described that some of the requirements have
been missed due to diverse review or irrelevancy. The missing requirements may increase the chances of system failures. Therefore, to increase accuracy of priority, missing
value have been identified from historical information using
CBR technique.

Table 3  Online ranking
Req ID

Aspects

Sub aspects

Stakeholder

Ranking

R1

Features (F)

User Id (UI)

R2

Features (F)

Finger scanner (FS)

R3

Features (F)

Face detector (FD)

R4

Services (S)

Check in (CI)

R5

Services (S)

Check out (CO)

PO
EU
AS
DT
PO
EU
AS
DT
PO
EU
AS
DT
PO
EU
AS
DT
PO
EU
AS
DT

2
2
4
3
–
3
4
3
4
–
4
3
3
2
–
2
2
3
–
3
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Query based association using CBR for similar case
priority
The CBR applied on the elicited requirements and retrieve
from TFS based on stakeholders’ queries for accurate priority extracted from previous similar requirements priority.
The CBR procedure based on expert’s knowledge and expertise to reduce time, cost and efforts intelligently. CBR reused
priority of previously developed projects requirements and
retrieved information from repository for new project similar
requirements (as shown in Fig. 5).
In case if no exact similar case available then search for
partial similar case otherwise involve stakeholders for missing requirements priority. It reduces complexity, inaccuracy,
incompleteness, stakeholder’s involvement and team efforts
within limited available resources.
After the implementation of CBR technique, ranking has
been identified based on previous similar cases ranking to
identify missing requirements. The description of example
results explains in Table 4.
Mapping for missing requirements priority
The matrix is created to find priority of missing requirements by mapping current and previous priorities. In matrix
requirements are prioritized to identify accurate priority e.g.
If login and password are two requirements of new system
to develop which have been prioritized by stakeholders. The
stakeholders prioritized only login requirement and consider password as part of login requirement but according
to development team it is a separate requirement and need
priority. Therefore, to reduce this ambiguity, team extract
missing requirements priority which have been extracted in
CBR process and in online rating according to stakeholder

Fig. 5  Case-based reasoning process
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Table 4  Ranking based on CBR

Req ID

Queries

Stakeholder

Product type

Ranking

Expert
decision

R1

UI

PO

University
Office
Hospital
University
Office
Hospital
University
Office
News agency
University
Office
Hospital
News agency
University
News agency
Office
University
News agency
University
News agency
University
News agency
Hospital
Government organization
News agency
Media organization
Office
Media organization
Government organization
News agency
Hospital

3
5
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
4
3
3
3
3
2
4
3
3
2
3
2

N
S
N
S
N
N
S
N
N
S
N
N
N
N
S
N
S
N
N
S
S
N
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N

EU

AS

DT

R2

FS

PO
EU

AS
DT

R3

FD

PO
EU
AS
DT

S Selected, N Not selected

Table 5  Mapped ranking

Req
ID

Queries

Stakeholder

CBR
Ranking

Current
Ranking

Merge
Ranking

New
Ranking

R1

UI

FS

R3

FD

5
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3

2
2
4
3
–
2
1
3
2
–
5
3

5
2
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
3

3.5

R2

PO
EU
AS
DT
PO
EU
AS
DT
PO
EU
AS
DT

3

3.75
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4 Results and discussions

done through all steps of CRMDGE framework and without
CRMDGE framework as well. The CRMDGE framework
proposed to increase user/stakeholder’s satisfaction, accurate
priority and correct relationship of requirements to reduce
failures rate within limited resources. To extract satisfaction,
questionnaire based data collection process has been adopted
based on some parameters extracted from existing literature that are; easiest to adopt (EA), Improve Management
Process (IMP), Improve Distributed Issues (IDI), Sentimental Analysis useful (SAU), Human Effort Reduce (HER),
Reduce Irrelevancy and redundancy (RIR), Completeness
of requirement Increases (CRI), Improve Knowledge Management (IKM), Reduce requirement inaccuracy (RRI),
Reduce stakeholder participation (RSP), Accurate Extraction Aspects (AEA), and Increases Reusability Requirement
(IRR). The satisfaction level has been identified from questionnaire analysis. The analysis based on three scales point
i.e. positively (P), negatively (N) and affectless (A).
The CRMGDE framework results compared with without CRMGDE methods i.e. previous selection frequency
and expert based. In previous selection frequency method
participants select and prioritize components based on last
version components priority. While in expert-based method
components management process depends on the decision
of experts and experts selected based on knowledge and
experience.
The Fig. 6 describes the satisfaction level of P scale point
among both types of participants. The x-axis describes the
satisfaction of participants in terms of percentage and y-axis
describes the factors used in questionnaire construction. The
results of P depicted that more than fifty percent participants
positively reply to questionnaire and improvement in software quality.
The results of N depicted in Fig. 7 that less than fifty
percent participants negatively replied to questionnaire
and improvement in software quality. The participants

The CRMGDE framework implemented for performance
evaluation in real-world context using different datasets
have been conducted through an experimental approach. In
experiment two types of participants have been included;
one type of participants has (TP1) adopted RMDGE framework and second type of participants has (TP2) adopted
other technique without ABSA and CBR.
For performance evaluation of CRMDGE three projects
of technology development organization have been taken
which are working in distributed environment and have
their stakeholder globally. The organization not allowed to
disclosed their complete information due to privacy issue
and selected two projects datasets i.e. Dataset 1 (D1): LMS
system; and Dataset 2 (D2): Card swipe machine.
The data information through elicitation and previous
reviews about datasets have been collected and have been

Fig. 6  Review analysis of P

perspective. Table 5 described the new priority after merging CBR based priority and online priority of software.

3.2 Traceability
To monitor and validate requirements trace links which were
generated from requirements to requirements throughout
the development process using machine learning technique,
thus it identifies and classify requirements according to their
dependency among other requirements to check functionality responsibilities or coupled with each other for different
perspective. It helps to implement changes in requirements
of product. The requirement traceability matrix (RTM) maps
requirements to requirements relationship which describe
their dependency among each other;s. To verify and validate
change analysis, reuse requirements and regression using
RTM which allows prediction of changes and their relevant
impact on whole system.
Thus, for classification of requirements classification, algorithm of Weka tool has been used after prioritization process.
The Decision tree classifier based on J48 algorithm
in Weka tool has been adopted for classification of these
requirements. It has been used to create tree of requirements
start from root nodes and divided into different leaves and sub
leave until all requirement relation or dependency is identified. It makes learning by applying machine learning algorithm which is efficient, error free, and simple. Results have
been represented graphically with statistical results which are
able to identify error, incompleteness and ambiguities in data.
Thus, it is useful for verifying and validating accuracy of
aspects and their priority identified in previous phases. Then
further implementation with less chances of failure and able
to easily apply changes without error in system.
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Fig. 7  Review analysis of N

Fig. 8  Review analysis of A

of CRMGDE in all datasets have approved that most of
the participants have higher satisfaction level then without CRMGDE (WO-CRMGDE) method. Thus, ABSA of
requirements with CBR technique and requirements trace
links using decision tree classification of requirements
improved the quality and reduce ambiguities throughout
of the development process.
Whereas, Fig. 8 answers the questions based on A and
describes that all parameters improve the performance of
CRMGDE using two different datasets. Few of the participants have no impact or neutral point of view about the
performance of CRMGDE as compare to WO-CRMGSE.
The view point may be differed due to expertise and prior
knowledge about the approaches, but overall review analysis described that CRMGDE efficiently removes existing
studies limitations for higher quality.
The overall comparative analysis of approaches i.e.
CRMGDE and WO-CRMGDE is shown in Fig. 9 for D1

Fig. 9  Comparative review of dataset 1

Fig. 10  Comparative review of dataset 2
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and Fig. 10 for D2 to analyze the satisfaction level participants wise. The x-axis describes the TP1 and TP2 satisfaction level in percent and y-axis describes numbers of
participants both in TP1 TP2.
The comparative review analysis of both datasets
explains that the satisfaction level of TP1 is more than
50 percent using CRMGDE as compare to WO-CRMGDE
which have less than 50 percent TP2 satisfaction level.
The experimental comparative analysis proves that the
selected factors are able to improve development process
and product quality.
To measure the performance and accuracy of requirements classification using CRMGDE, different measures
have been performed and compared with WO-CRMGDE
method. These measures are Precision which shows the
ratio between correctly linked requirement to total number of requirements linked after ABSA and prioritization,
Recall that describes the ratio between correctly linked
and total number of requirements after ABSA and prioritization and finally F-Measure which uses combination
of both recall and precision using equation (1) [28, 34,
41].

FMeasure =

2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(1)

The values are measured in percentage and from 0 to 100
percent, more near to 100 percent shows more accurate
CRMGDE performed and vice versa. The detail classification analysis of performance measures is described in
Table 6.
The graphical analysis of performance measures is
described in Fig. 11. The x-axis and y-axis describe the
value in percentage and approaches with datasets details
respectively. All measure values near to 100 percent in
case of CRMGDE in both datasets, depicts that CRMGDE
significantly improved the requirement management process. While in WO-CRMGDE case all measure values
near to zero percent in both datasets depicts that ABSA,
CBR and classification are important for requirement
management process.
The experimental results proved that the CRMGDE
framework is beneficial for requirement management
process and for higher software quality using ABSA in
globally distributed environment. During evaluation we
found that requirement change management process has
Table 6  Comparisons of
classification measures

Measures

Precision
Recall
F-measure
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been improved with accurate classification of requirements based on semantics.

4.1 Threats to validity (TV)
For empirical evaluation, some threats occur that argument
hypothetical rationality of the outcomes. This requires
duplication of investigation to accept/disprove verdicts. The
essential threats are; internal TV (ITV), external TV (ETV),
construct TV (CTV), and reliability TV (RTV).
ITV associated to aspects concerning procedure of
component management process. To report this threat,
we extenuation steps implemented to avoid using diverse
measures for CBS managing activities. And results proved
that CRMGDE improves prioritization and traceability process. ETV narrates to generalization of findings in four real
projects in contrast to used example for assessment. This
enhances the validity of results by replicating the PF steps
in diverse situations.
CTV reflects the association among numerous perceptions and reflections. This initiated use of different measures
to evaluate CTV of various procedures i.e. aspects analysis,
prioritization and traceability in CRMGDE and to estimate
performance as linked to other technique. RTV narrates relations between action and consequence. This can be mitigated
by using rigorous real-world calculation in CRMGDE for
verification with all authors involvements during data collection and analysis. Therefore, to avoid RTV we used to
experiment for evaluating the learning effect may all have
influenced the results to reduce biasness.

5 Conclusion and future works
The semantic, similar case analysis and requirements classification helps in increasing stakeholder satisfaction level
and quality of product with reduction in irrelevancy, redundancy and stakeholder’s involvement. For semantic analysis, to analyze stakeholder diverse perspective with their
less involvement using aspect based sentimental analysis,
helps in the improvement of components specification process of requirements. To improve components prioritization
process, similar cases-based technique has been utilized
to identify accurate priority without any ambiguities. For
the similar case priority extraction, case-based reasoning
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Fig. 11  Measures comparison

method has been applied to use historical information for
identifying priority of missing requirements which also help
to precise the priority of tied requirements which have same
current priority. For traceability requirements, classification
based on decision tree has been used to verify and validate
requirements as specification, prioritization and traceability are the important phases of requirements management
process during product development cycle. It has been
identified from literature that management process become
more complicated due to large number of stakeholders and
distributed location. Thus, based on these concepts’ management of components requirement framework for globally
distributed environment have been proposed to improve the
quality of product. To evaluate the performance of proposed
framework, experimental approach has been adopted on two

different datasets. Different measures have been applied to
evaluate the accuracy of aspects, priority and trace links
and results represent noteworthy improvement. The proposed framework outperformed when compared with other
existing approaches. The results motivate us to continue the
research with the context to manage component change in
requirements and validating requirements by enhancing the
proposed framework. The framework could be used to predict error prone requirements based on historical information
and sentiment analysis.
In future , we are planning to enhance proposed framework using aspect based sentimental analysis for the
selection of components, prioritization of configurable
systems and verification of configuration after changes in
components..
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